Hwang and Takane (2004) 
we will show, these authors did not apply GSCA at all, but only a reduced form of GSCA that ignores the structural model. This reduced form of GSCA provides estimates that differ substantially from those of GSCA. Consequently, these authors' empirical findings and conclusions are invalid and should be ignored.
A REDUCED FORM OF GSCA
The reduced form of GSCA differs from GSCA in that it does not take the sums of squares of the endogenous latent variables in the structural equation model into account -neither during the estimation phase nor to calculate the GSCA-specific model statistic FIT. Compared to GSCA, the reduced form of GSCA has a different matrix T (referring to equation (5) (forthcoming)). We generate a sufficient number of observations to achieve a positive-definite correlation matrix, which is displayed in Table 1 . We refrain from creating replication samples, since we are not interested in the estimates' standard errors, but only their consistency.
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